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            Contact

            

            We would like you to answer a few questions. This will help us answer your request faster and in a more appropriate manner. 
Thank you in advance.


            
                 You are self-employed, exercise a liberal profession, are starting up or managing a smaller local company. Then visit our website for professionals.
            


            
                 You are an individual? Then visit  our website for individuals .
            


            
                Is your company/organisation client at BNP Paribas Fortis?

                
                    
                        
                            
                            Yes
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                            No
                        
                    

                

            

            
                My organisation is being served by a Relationship Manager :

                
                    
                        
                        
                        from a local branch
                    

                    
                        
                        
                        from one of the Business Centres
                    

                    
                        
                        specialised in Corporate Banking (and/or Real Estate)
                    

                    
                        
                        
                        specialised in the Public & Social Profit sector
                    

                

            


            
                
                    Select your Business Centre
                    Select
BC Antwerpen Haven & Mechelen
BC Antwerpen Metropool
BC Brugge-Roeselare
BC Brussels North
BC Brussels South
BC Gent
BC Hainaut
BC Halle-Vilvoorde
BC Kempen
BC Kortrijk
BC Leuven
BC Liège-Verviers
BC Limburg
BC WaNaLux (Brabant wallon Namur Luxembourg)
Belgian Direct Contributor Desk


                

            


            
                Your message


                
                     
                        
                            Your question and/or remark:
                            
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Enter your VAT number
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                        
                            Name
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                        
                            First name
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                        
                            E-mail
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                        
                            Position held in the company/institution
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                        
                            Company / Institution
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                         
                            Company / Institution account number
                            
                            This field is required
                        

                    

                

            


            
                
                    Type the code shown in the image:

                    
                        [image: captcha]
                    

                    
                           
							
						
                    

                     
                        
                        Check

                        Invalid Captcha
                     

                

                 
                    The Bank processes your personal data in accordance with the terms of the
                    Privacy Notice
                    of BNP Paribas Fortis SA/NV.
                

                
            

            
                Thank you

                
                    Your message has been sent.

                    We will respond as soon as possible.

                

                Back to the current page›
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                    BNP Paribas Fortis: proud partner of Changemakers.
Congratulations to the winners Biobest and AM-Team


                            Read more


                

            

        

        
                
                    

                    

                    

                            
                    

                    

                

            
                
                    Your Fiscal & Social Loan* in just a few clicks
(*subject to our approval of your application)


                            Discover our solutions


                

            

        

        
                
                    

                    

                    

                            
                    

                    

                

            
                
                    Ready for the mobility of tomorrow?


                            Discover our solutions


                

            

        

        
                
                    

                    

                    

                            
                    

                    

                

            
                
                    CASH points: a new network of ATMs
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                    International payments: a simple and effective global approach
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                    BNP Paribas Fortis, proud partner of the Trends Gazelles 2024
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    This is how Corporate Banking will help your company move forward
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        Ideas on how to grow your business

        We will support you as you realise your projects and invest in the growth of your business with custom tools and solutions.
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        Expand your business internationally

        Let our experts in Corporate Banking or other areas of our vast banking network in Belgium or abroad assist you.

                Find out more
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        Optimise your cash

        We will help you manage your working capital on a daily basis. Together, we will ensure that your cash comes in on time and that you can use it in the best possible way for your business development.
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        Do business sustainably

        We will contribute to the sustainability of your business by taking a closer look at your business model and strategy together.

                Find out more

    

    










    
        
                

                            

            
                
                    Tackle your business and growth with confidence
Your business needs a trusted partner, now more than ever. It is our priority to listen to you and to anticipate your challenges. Whatever your company needs, we will be happy to help you with custom advice and financing.


                            Let’s talk


                

            

        

  





    



    Stay up to date on the financial markets
	Daily FX and interest rates market news
	Bimonthly analysis
	Economic outlook every quarter
	Clarification by our experienced experts from the Fixed Income Sales team

Our newsletter is available in French and Dutch.
Subscribe to the newsletter
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        Innovation Hub

        Start-up, scale-up: our Innovation Hub can help you grow step by step and accompany you both in Belgium and internationally.

                Discover the Innovation Hub
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        Private Equity Solutions

        Are you looking for financing and advice to support the growth of your company, make acquisitions or strengthen the balance sheet?

                More about Private Equity

    

    






    






    Be inspired
Discover the stories of these Belgian entrepreneurs and let them inspire you for your own company.

    


    







    
    
            
                
                      
                       
                            
                        

                      

                    
                        ODOO is a provider of business apps for companies: CRM, e-commerce, accounting, inventory, cash register systems, project management, etc. The company’s solutions are user-friendly and fully integrated. ODOO has 14 branches worldwide and more than
    3,000 employees.


"The biggest advantage is flexibility. We have many employees who travel the world. Having a business credit card* allows them to spend on the spot without a lot of administration or complex approvals."
Wynand Tastenhoye, Business Service Manager ODOO
Find out more
Video only available in French and Dutch.




                        * Subject to acceptance of your application.

                    

                

            


    





    






        
            

            

        


        
            

            

        


    
        Your growth plans and our expertise: a sustainable combination
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        "Successful companies drive the economy of this country forward. Corporate Banking wants to help make companies future-proof. We design custom solutions based on companies' needs, and we encourage open innovation to increase their competitiveness. We also guide them in their transition towards a sustainable business model."

        Didier Beauvois, Head of Corporate Banking BNP Paribas Fortis

    




    






    Discover our blog for entrepreneurs
The world is changing rapidly. Changing circumstances, disruptive technologies and new ways of manufacturing and consuming offer opportunities to entrepreneurs, but also raise many questions. Entrepreneurs and experts use our blog to inform each other about the latest developments and insights.
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                                    Holcim, or how the Belgian cement industry has embarked on a sustainable transition 
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